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Distinct Benefits You May Cope With SMS Marketing 

and Advertising 

 

By: Efrecerio66 

The development of telecommunication technologies has extra the brand new advertising and 

marketing medium, collectively with a classy wireless communication medium. Presently, the 

throughout the world advertising and marketing gurus have identified the standard marketing 

and advertising media aren’t as powerful & price tag-effective due to the fact the SMS 

marketing and for this reason SMS medium is attaining increasingly a lot more recognition 

every day. 

As SMS may possibly be the least expensive in addition to convenient medium of the 

communication, mobile phone buyers of about the globe choose SMS medium to converse 

using there close to-dear ones. Several People send different type of SMS like – good morning 

SMS, good nite SMS and funny SMS. This actually is 1 medium the cell phone buyers 

practically are not able to dismiss. 

Now let us wait around and observe the primary positive aspects that specific can cope with 

SMS advertising and marketing: 

 Delivery of the SMS is assured, however no-a single can make sure the delivery of 

electronic-mail SMS. 

 

 SMS messages are straight penetrative, due to the fact people always carry their 

cellular phone models jointly. On the other hand, a lot of individuals will not receive the 

time for you to entertain media of mass communication. 

 

 SMS could be arrived at to any cell phone irrespective of area and time. If your mobile 

phone stay in off problem then your cell phone proprietor can get the cell phone right 

after switching it on. 

 

 The viewers from SMS marketing messages can surely mail their reactions or 

feedbacks, but on other hand with the classic media nothing such can be completed. 

 

 By way of instant feedback facility you are going to have the capability to realize how 

much powerful your message is about the senders. 
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 Should you match it up advertising approach making use of an other individuals then 

you will recognize that SMS advertising is simply the most affordable technique of 

advertising and marketing and marketing and advertising, the business highly 

advantageous factor for you personally. 

 

 No hassle is connected using the SMS advertising and marketing. Specialized software 

plans are utilised for this purpose & to be able to deliver bulk SMS you require to 

simply sort the subject material in message box and location the amounts within 

amount box, then you need to simply click Mail button, there you have it. Your 

message will achieve all of your favored cell phones inside a few of seconds. 

 

 No technological issues are related employing the whole technique of bulk SMS entire 

factor is operated with the internet. 

Source: Albertam 

 

 

 

 

About Profitera Corporation Sdn. Bhd. 

Profitera Corporation is a leading technology provider of Revenue Collections, Debt Recovery and Agency 

Management Software Solutions. With offices in Malaysia, Singapore, the US and Partners in Asia, Middle East and 

Europe, Profitera provides solutions to help its Customers focus on their Clients and optimize Profits throughout 

their Revenue and Profitability Lifecycle. As experts in Revenue Collections, Debt Recovery and Agency 

Management, Profitera continuously brings real-time scalable technology to the doorstep of its Customers to help 

reduce Bad Debt and improve Profitability. 

 

Enterprise Revenue Collections & Debt Recovery Software Systems 

SMS Notification and 2-way SMS Interaction software platform 

Data Management and Software Integration Services 

Data Analysis, OLAP and Multi-dimensional Cubes for Online Interactive Reporting 

 


